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0.1 Overview

As the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted, digital engagement is crucial for fostering social inclusion for older adults, with the capacity to navigate risks and take up information and communication technologies (ICT) critical to their wellbeing. However, perceived risks are one of the main reasons many older adults do not engage with ICT and the digital economy. A lack of understanding and ability to navigate risk can limit their online interactivity. Our report explains the perceived risks that affect older adults the most and outlines co-designed strategies that respond to their lived experiences of ICT – connecting practices with perceptions.

In addressing such concerns about better equipping older Australians to engage with the digital economy, this research has adopted an innovative multidisciplinary approach in collaboration with the University of the Third Age (U3A) Network Victoria and the City of Whittlesea, as seen throughout the project’s four phases. The initial ‘exploring and understanding phases’ through 2021 focused on examining risk perceptions amongst the U3A Victoria cohort, analysing findings from a membership survey, and investigating lived experiences through exploratory interviews. The following two phases – co-design and dissemination during 2022 – saw the research team collaborate through workshops with several local groups to create strategies and tools that help inform the practices of older adults and reduce their perceptions of ICT risk.

0.2 Key Findings

The Shaping Connection team has uncovered older Australians’ perceptions of ICT risk and explored ways of realising and providing strategies to overcome them. Our project elaborates on the following key insights:

- Our work reinforces that the pandemic has highlighted and amplified the inequality of perceptions, access, and digital literacy around ICT practices. Bringing issues of digital divide to the fore, our survey has captured the importance of digital literacy in the face of prevalent scams, with the interviews enhancing our understandings of these lived experience of ICT use in later life.

- In co-creating strategies with older adults to address their perceived risk with ICT, we have documented how an approach which addresses risks through determining an individual’s level of digital literacy (beginner/experienced) and their preferences for accessing support (individual/relational) can be effective in responding to issues in older adults’ terms, personalising their strategies and providing autonomy for their learning experiences and involvement in the digital economy.

Exective Summary
0.3 Recommendations

Developing on our findings, the following recommendations seek to support seniors, organisations, and policymakers in expanding their understandings of the ICT needs, goals and capabilities among older adults. This means recognising the intersectionality of digital exclusion, tailoring learning, and sharing to consider gender, and ethnic background, through moving beyond tokenistic actions to participatory methods of bringing the voice of older Australians to the fore. In light of this, the following recommendations are summarised to support these three perspectives to address ICT risks in later life and enable opportunities for seniors to engage the digital economy:

• For seniors, we ask them to consider how digital literacy can be meaningful and useful to them, to seek to build self-advocacy for ICT use and locate organisations and opportunities which enable them to do so, so they can form goals and intentions with these technologies. As we document, this will likely see deeper reflection and consideration for the experiential and intangible ways that they seek to use ICT devices and services, to foster the necessary skills through a focus on practice and in group environments, which make autonomy, independence and empowerment possible through peer-to-peer sharing and participatory means.

• For organisations, this poses an opportunity to build the digital literacy of seniors, by drawing on their capacity as advocates and platforms, to support responsive initiatives that focus on lifelong learning. This responds to our findings that a combination of student-centred learning that incorporates peer learning is essential to offering a socially collaborative environment, but this needs organisations to bring seniors into the planning of these initiatives, forming culturally considered courses and classes that respond to the ICT challenges seniors face. We also highlight the role of social connectors in enabling the implementation of these initiatives.

• To policymakers, we recommend enhancing efforts to make the digital economy accessible through facilitating the catalysts that work to make seniors more responsible and informed online. This means moving beyond long-held notions of the digital divide, which emphasis a literacy chasm and can stigmatise individuals, to realising the diversity of older adults’ ICT skills and interests that forms a spectrum instead, drawing on a segmented approach that targets different groups and their specific needs. These shifts in thinking require not only a move to funding research beyond scams and security risks to the intangibles and experiential concerns of seniors, positioning social connectors as community leaders that can support adoption, learning and use on their terms. Social connectors are individuals who sit at the centre of social and collaborative networks by fostering connection between different individuals, community, or group members.
1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this project was to promote the digital inclusion of older Australians by addressing their perceived risks of ICT use. Digital exclusion is a significant threat to the wellbeing of older adults. As the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted, digital engagement is crucial for fostering social inclusion. Improving older adults’ engagement with Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has never been more important as a pathway to promote social inclusion and foster participation in the digital economy. ICT is a broad term. It refers to all communication technologies and includes all media applications and services enabling you to access, retrieve, store, transmit, manipulate information, and transact in a digital form. ICT supports social inclusion by creating opportunities to connect, providing a platform for entertainment, learning and access to key products and services.

Perceived risks are subjective beliefs about potential harm or the possibility of a loss. Perceived risks are one critical demotivator for older adults’ engagement with ICT and the digital economy. Thus, this project sought to help older adults to increase their digital inclusion by addressing the perceived risks they experience when engaging with ICT. To do so, we adopted an innovative, multidisciplinary approach that focused on co-designing strategies with older adults to consider their ICT experiences – link practice with perceptions.

1.2 Background

This research is part of Shaping Connections – an ongoing research collaboration between the University of the Third Age (U3A) Network Victoria and RMIT University’s School of Economics, Finance and Marketing. The program investigates how technology use supports older adults’ connectedness and enhances social inclusion and participation. It brings together academics and stakeholders with expertise in ageing, media, design innovation, social marketing, consumer research and wellbeing.

1.3 Research Objectives

This multidisciplinary and multimethod project focused on understanding older adults’ perceptions of risk around ICT use by:

• exploring and quantifying the types of perceived risks associated with ICT and the influence on ICT use and engagement in the digital economy
• understanding the lived experiences around ICT practices and risk perceptions through an ethnographic approach
• co-designing strategies with end users and stakeholders to reduce perceived risk and improve digital engagement
• disseminating research findings, co-designed strategies, and the digital resource to encourage the uptake and scaling of findings and strategies.

1.4 Context

Concern about security is one of the critical reasons why older adults don’t engage with ICT and the digital economy (Mitzner et al., 2010; Wu, Damnée, Kerhervé, Ware, & Rigaud, 2015). Existing research has identified and assessed risks involved in ICT engagement and built programs that outline these risks and help older adults develop appropriate skills. However, older adults often base their security concerns on perceptions of risk (Boise et al., 2013; Knowles & Hanson, 2018) and these perceived risks pose barriers to engaging with ICT (Young, Willis, Cameron, & Geana, 2014). Existing programs have not acknowledged that perceptions of risk can be a significant barrier to participation.
2. Project Summary

2.1 Overview of Phases

1. Explore and Quantify
In this initial phase, we explored the language, contexts, and meanings associated with risk perceptions and ICT use, and quantified the types of perceived risks associated with ICT and their influence on ICT use and engagement in the digital economy. The exploration led to a survey instrument and 22 video vignettes:
   • **ICT Video Vignettes**
   • **Survey instrument**

2. Understand
By understanding the lived experiences around ICT practices and risk perceptions through an ethnographic approach, we focused on uncovering discrepancies between practice and perception. Ethnography places a human face on data through rich real-life stories and emotional behaviour. In this phase, we revealed critical stories and insights and shared them with stakeholders. The results of this phase were compiled in our first report, an academic paper, and an article for the general public (listed below):
   • **Report**: Reducing Perceived Risk and Promoting Digital Inclusion for older Australians
   • **Academic Paper**: Understanding factors influencing seniors’ anxiety in using ICT. (Working Paper)
   • **General Public Paper**: Technology: Strengthening digital social inclusion.

3. Co-design
This phase focused on developing co-designed strategies with end users and stakeholders to reduce perceived risk and improve older adults’ digital engagement. This phase was conducted through a series of co-design workshops, in which older adults were supported in enriching an ICT persona and mapping out their response to several problem scenarios. This led to the development of a digital booklet to promote digital inclusion and support older adults with strategies to increase their digital confidence to connect. This was shared in the workshop series for feedback. The workshops themselves resulted in a digital resource containing tools, including a risk assessment simulation, guidelines for understanding perceived risk, and a set of strategies.
   • **Online Resource Tools**
   • **Seniors Workshops Series**
   • **ICT Strategies Booklet**

4. Disseminate
Focusing on education and implementation, this phase included the dissemination of research findings, co-designed strategies, and the digital resources to end users, organisations working in the older adults’ digital inclusion space, and the academic community. To encourage the uptake and scaling of findings and strategies, we delivered dissemination seminars, implementation workshops and a webinar.

An example of a dissemination webinar explaining the research and tools to the general public and stakeholders can be found here: ACCAN Project - April 28th Webinar. The results of this phase were compiled in two academic paper and a conference proceeding:
   • **Academic Paper**: Understanding factors influencing older adults’ Desire to be more proficient in using ICT. (Working Paper)
   • **Academic Paper**: Digital Aging Futures. (Working Paper)
   • **Conference Proceeding**: Seniors’ Internet Skills, Risk Perception & Digital Participation (Working Paper)
2.2 Research Partners

University of the Third Age Network Victoria
U3A provides lifelong learning to people who are retired or semi-retired. There are 104 U3As throughout Victoria, offering courses and activities to over 39,000 members who make up the U3A Network Victoria. U3As provide opportunities for retired or semi-retired people to engage in later life learning, meet new people and share their knowledge and skills with others.

City of Whittlesea
Through the City of Whittlesea Positive Ageing Strategy, the Ageing Well department promotes the many opportunities that an ageing population brings to society. In particular, it promotes the vast benefits for individuals and the community when people continue to be active, healthy and participate in the community as they age. The Ageing Well department hopes to activate opportunities and choices to improve wellbeing for people as they age and generate a positive change in the way residents live their lives.

Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN)
ACCAN is Australia’s peak communications consumer organisation representing individuals, small businesses and not-for-profit groups as consumers of communications products and services. ACCAN focuses on goods and services encompassed by the converged areas of telecommunications, broadcasting, the internet and online services, current and emerging technologies.

2.3 RMIT University

Consumer Wellbeing Research Group
The RMIT Consumer Wellbeing Research Group is a multidisciplinary group committed to providing research and insights into consumer behaviours and influences that facilitate or inhibit consumers’ health, wellbeing, and quality of life. The group’s mission is to address real-world issues, primarily through a social marketing lens, using rigorous methodologies to produce insights, advice, and interventions that lead to economic, social, and environmental impact.

Consumer Culture Insights Group
The Consumer Culture Insights Group (CCIG) is a group of scholars who study consumer behaviour and emerging markets using research methods based on interviews, observations, and focus groups. CCIG examines how lived experiences offer important insights into consumers’ values, beliefs, behaviours, and identities, and the ways consumers buy and use products and services. The CCIG also investigates how changes in everyday consumer culture offer insights for the future.

Digital Ethnography Research Centre
The Digital Ethnography Research Centre (DERC) applies cutting-edge ethnographic approaches to better understand how digital tech impacts our present lives and potential futures. DERC’s projects often involve local communities, with expertise ranging from studies of everyday lived experience, workplace and organisational analysis, policy and strategy analysis, design ethnography, co-design workshops, and creative collaborations with communities of practice. The Centre has a strong international base and mission to impact lives, policies, and education methods globally.
3. Key Findings

3.1 Digital Literacy

During phase 1, survey respondents were asked to rate their knowledge and skills on a scale from 1 to 7, regarding five digital literacy factors (van Deursen et al., 2016): technical skills (e.g., download a photo, open a downloaded file, adjust privacy settings), information and search skills (e.g., use of search keywords, finding websites, ease of using a search engine), mobile device use skills (e.g., downloading apps, track usage cost, sync mobile device with other ICT), social and sharing skills (e.g., what to share and not share online and with whom, block people); and content and creative skills (e.g., design a website, manipulate images, create content).

Overall Digital Literacy

The survey respondents had the highest digital literacy mean scores for social and sharing skills, and technical skills (Figure 2). The lowest digital literacy score was for content and creative skills.

Results show that digital literacy forms a significant factor influencing older adults’ ICT use. Analysis also found that age, gender, and relationship status all played a role in the level of digital literacy. We found that those under the age of 69 reported a higher level of skill and knowledge across all factors than their older counterparts. Male participants reported higher digital literacy, being more comfortable with technical, mobile device, and content and creative skills than female participants. Finally, respondents defining themselves as being in a coupled relationship felt they had a higher level of skill and knowledge across all factors compared to single older adults.

Device Ownership

When responding to their ICT device ownership and level of use, personal access to devices corresponded to the frequency of ICT use: almost all survey respondents owned a smartphone (90%) and on average used it daily, while those who owned an iPad or tablet (69%) used it on average about once per week (Figure 3).

---

**Figure 2. Digital literacy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Literacy Score</th>
<th>Technical Skills</th>
<th>Mobile Device Skills</th>
<th>Information and Search Skills</th>
<th>Social and Sharing Skills</th>
<th>Content and Creative Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3. Types of ICT devices owned**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Type</th>
<th>% Owning Each Type of Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPad/Tablet</td>
<td>88.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-enabled TV</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>70.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop computer</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearable devices</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPod Touch or similar device</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Respondents could select more than one device)
Device Use Frequency
Digital literacy was also related to the frequency of device use; those with high digital literacy were significantly more likely to use more devices. This trend continued regarding the influences on ICT use, with those with higher digital literacy consistently more confident, positive, and knowledgeable of ICT.

Digital Literacy and Influence Factor
To better understand acceptance of ICT and factors that shaped engagement with ICT, we drew on extended Technology Acceptance Models (Figure 3). We compared respondents with higher and lower digital literacy and found that older adults with low digital literacy had a significantly greater desire to increase their proficiency with ICT.

Those with lower digital literacy were also more worried about not keeping up and remaining current with ICT, felt that they had fewer resources to engage with ICT, had higher levels of anxiety about engaging with ICT, and less perceived ease of use associated with ICT.

Those with lower digital literacy also felt that they had less self-satisfaction and social connection through using ICT compared to those with higher digital literacy, although the means were high. Significant differences were also found for attitude towards ICT and perceiving less usefulness in using ICT with those having lower digital literacy having more negative attitudes and seeing less usefulness in using ICT.

The following figures illustrate the frequency of device use and activity engagement scores for people with high or low digital literacy.

**Figure 4. Device use frequency scores for people with high or low digital literacy**

* t-test indicates statistically significant difference at 95% confidence level

**Figure 5. Activity engagement mean factor scores and digital literacy**
Digital Literacy and Activity Engagement
The research examined whether digital literacy was associated with higher levels of engagement in different facets of the digital economy, including everyday living (e.g., google searching, emailing, banking/bills), shopping and entertainment (e.g., forms of online shopping, using online books/magazines/movies/TV), social networking (e.g., chatting using apps, uploading content for friends and family), and gaming (e.g., playing standalone or connected/networked games online).

Digital literacy (high versus low) was found to be associated with higher engagement in the digital economy, including more frequently used ICT for all engagement activity types compared with people who scored low on digital literacy.

3.2 Experience of Scams
Scams and Digital Literacy
Respondents with both high and low literacies were exposed to scams – only 27% of the survey respondents did not experience any of the scams listed (Table 1). Survey respondents with higher digital literacy were less likely to have experienced an email scam that requested their personal information (46.1%) compared to people with low digital literacy (54.6%).

Generally, less than 10% of respondents experienced a shopping- or service-related scam (Table 2). A low rate of internet shopping amongst respondents may indicate the experience of being tricked or defrauded in the process of shopping online. As online shopping increases, older adults are more likely to be vulnerable to this type of scam due to being more trusting of legitimate organisations.

**Figure 6. Technology acceptance and influence factors by digital literacy**
* T-test indicates statistically significant difference at 95% confidence level
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Experience of scams or fraud by digital literacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*indicates comparison significant at p &lt; .05.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience of Scams or Frauds</th>
<th>High Digital Literacy</th>
<th>Low Digital Literacy</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overspending Risk</strong>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You were asked by email (or other online means) to provide (or confirm) personal information by someone pretending to be from a legitimate organisation such as a bank, telephone or internet service provider, or government department.</td>
<td>46.1*</td>
<td>54.6*</td>
<td>50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You were approached by email (or other online means) and were informed that you had a computer or internet problem. Then you were asked for your personal details and your bank or credit card details to have the problem solved.</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You were contacted by someone pretending to be from a legitimate organisation, such as a bank, internet provider or government, who claimed there were problems with your account or other documentation and threatened you if you did not pay to resolve the problem.</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You received notification of a lottery win or a competition win but were informed you would need to pay a fee or buy a product in order to collect your prize.</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You were promised you would receive a good, a service, a rebate, or an important investment gain if you transferred or invested money.</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You accessed a website and were informed that you had a computer or internet problem. Then you were asked for your personal details and your bank or credit card details to have the problem solved.</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You received a fake invoice for products that you had not ordered, and you were asked to pay the cost.</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Victim Cost: Undertermined</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You ordered free or relatively cheap products or services, but it turned out you had been tricked into a costly monthly subscription.</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You bought what you thought was a good deal, but the goods/services turned out to be fake or non-existent.</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You bought what you thought was a good deal, but you never received the goods/service.</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You bought tickets for an event, concert, or travel, but it turned out the tickets were not genuine and/or you never received them.</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have not experienced or been caught out by any scam or frauds of this nature.</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Victim Cost: Explicit*
What we found was that generally, less than 10% of survey respondents experienced a shopping or service-related scam (Table 2). This low rate of internet shopping amongst respondents may indicate the experience of being tricked or defrauded in the process of shopping online. If online shopping increases, older adults may be more vulnerable to this type of scam due to being more trusting of legitimate organisations.

These findings demonstrate that scams are not only objective challenges to be dealt with, but they also carry an important experiential dimension grounded on the lived experiences of these older adults. However, scams are not the only way in which older adults experience threats related to ICT use. Here, the notion of perceived risk helps capture the different, experiential dimensions to ICT use that also pose threats to older adults, playing into individuals’ decisions, levels of digital literacy and willingness to engage with ICT. The next sections examine the various dimensions of perceived risk that emerged through the exploratory and survey research. We then move to the strategies that older adults use to address these risks.

3.3 Perceived Risks
We developed 41 survey items about risk perception based on the existing literature and our interviews: 20 items targeted people’s thoughts, feelings and expectations when using ICT, 15 items addressed issues to do with risks associated with online transactions and the cost of using ICT, and 14 items broadly addressed potential perceived personal risks.

We conducted factor analysis, discriminant validity assessment, and scale reliability analyses to test whether the survey items tapped into underlying constructs. Our factor analysis revealed six risk perception categories: Operational and Functional, Privacy and Transaction, Personal and Social, Purchase Transaction, Overspending, and Physical Harm.

Understanding the different types of risk is useful for researchers because it means that they can work on a more tailored approach to reducing risk and devising more effective strategies to overcome each type of risk.

In addition, it was clear that U3A respondents had relatively low levels of perceived risk associated with engaging with ICT. Respondents’ levels of perceived risk can be partially attributed to U3A’s successful digital inclusion program that includes courses, workshops and peer-to-peer mentoring.

Perceived Risk and Digital Literacy
For all forms of perceived risk, respondents with high digital literacy had lower risk scores than those with low digital literacy.

![Figure 7. Perceived risk scores and digital literacy](image)
3.4 Strategies for Older Adults

After identifying six key perceived risks that older adults experience (phase 2), we sought to develop strategies to reduce and navigate the challenges of ICT use in phase 3. To define these strategies and develop relevant resources, we collaborated with older adults who were members of U3A or residents of the City of Whittlesea, Victoria, Australia (see section 4 for more details).

Approaching ICT Strategies

As illustrated in Figure 8, we developed the strategies across the identified risks, categorising them into useful segments to help guide the co-design of strategies with users. The resulting strategies were defined by the central risk being addressed, as well as whether it was individual or relational in approach:

- Individual strategies are those that can be implemented by the person experiencing the risk by themselves,
- Relational strategies are those that require the help of other people, such as friends, peers, neighbours, or family members.

Alongside categorising each type of strategy by risk and approach, we also documented how beginners and experienced ICT users employ different techniques, further dividing our strategies.

As comprehensively detailed in our ICT Strategies Booklet (see Chapter 4.2 Digital Resource Tools), we captured examples of the typical situations older adults have had to navigate, as well as strategies to manage their perceived ICT risks. This considered contexts such as:

- everyday living (search engine researching, emailing, banking, paying bills, reading news, communicating via Zoom or other video calls)
- shopping and entertainment (various forms of online shopping, online books/magazines/movies/TV)
- social networking (chatting on messenger apps, uploading content for friends and family)
- gaming (playing standalone or connected networked games online).

Figure 8. Visual of strategies categorising
Strategies for Digital Literacy Levels

To describe how the resulting strategies are personalised and specific to individual needs, we drew on the insights from the co-design workshops that described an important contrast between the low/medium/high digital literacy older adults.

Aspirations: We documented how our participants saw that those with higher digital literacy levels had skills which provided a platform for expanding their activities and horizons, leading to technology becoming very multipurpose to fit their aspirations of gaining increased accessibility, for gathering information and planning, or enhancing hobbies.

By comparison, those with middle to low levels of digital literacy often saw individuals prioritise using technology to connect and socialise – calling family or friends, passively viewing social media updates, or getting support in emergency situations.

Barriers: However, across this spectrum, both ends documented inherent barriers due to their own unique personal and environmental limitations. This manifested in individual characteristics such as patience to learn, or increasing memory-loss that could affect anyone on this spectrum. This could be bundled with external or environmental limitations such as financial barriers due to, for example, the high cost of devices; reduced access to online services; and issues with device availability due to living regionally, regardless of whether participants had high or low skill levels.
Considering the differing aspirations of low- and high-level groups, participants documented that those with more skills would see a prevalence of technology in their lives, with devices such as smartphones used to communicate and socialise, iPads or Smart TVs to browse and watch content, and FitBits and other wearables to track health. However, this increased level of tech use – often and practically everywhere – spurred participants to pose questions about whether this could lead to addiction or overuse.

Meanwhile, those with lower digital literacy levels might only use their devices in an emergency, with a higher likelihood of utilising basic functions with a mobile or landline phone. This was compounded by this cohort accessing mainly second-hand devices or computer equipment, likely leading to them encountering reduced functionality.

Health Applications. Finally, when discussing the health priorities of a higher vs lower digital literacy individual, participants focused on how a higher literacy person would integrate their devices and application into their wellbeing by tracking and measuring their efforts or accessing health advice.

By comparison, those with less skills prioritised keeping an active mind and being socially active, which reflected their concerns regarding memory loss leading to an inability to learn which, in turn, could create barriers to increased ICT use.

Our multimethod research, using novel approaches to understand how older adults navigate and mitigate ICT use, has allowed us to capture a broad understanding of the risks that older adults face every day and the ways in which they reduce and/or challenge these issues.
4. Development of Education Resources

4.1 Co-Design Workshops

Drawing on the insights from the first and second phases of research (Explore and Quantify and Understand), the six co-design workshops provided a platform to collaborate and work with older adults and their communities to understand the strategies they use to overcome risk. Reflecting the changing conditions in which this phase was undertaken, a combination of online and in-person workshops were conducted, with a variety of methods used to engage and collaborate with participants.

The online co-design workshops involved members of the U3A community – the initial workshops with tech savvy U3A mentors and the later workshops with a broad spectrum of U3A members. These led into three in-person workshops conducted with participants across the City of Whittlesea. The first workshops was in Wollert, the second in Thomastown, both with older adults. The third workshop included representatives from government organisations and groups that support older adults in the area.

The workshops themselves involved several sessions over one to two days. These workshops were based around two activities: ‘persona enrichment’ and ‘scenario mapping’ activities. Persona enrichment involved using an initial mapping of key influential segmentation variables to get older adults to project their own experiences into ideal cases. These key variables (high and low digital literacy, male and female, single or couple) were drawn from our quantitative and qualitative findings from phases 1 and 2. For persona enrichment, groups of four to five participants used this data to kick start a discussion. Then, drawing on personal experiences and understandings, they ‘gave life’ to the data, outlining important aspects to these fictional individuals, such as their aspirations around technology use and their health, as well as where they might get support or source information.

Flowing on from this activity, the scenario mapping took these enriched personas and placed them in a series of challenging situations, which we called ‘risk scenarios’, where participants discussed both problems that could arise and potential solutions for this persona.

![Figure 13. Visual of workshop design](image-url)
Online Workshops

The initial workshops with U3A members were conducted online in January and February, with participants and facilitators working via Zoom video communications. The first two workshop enlisted 13 U3A mentors, specifically those conducting technology classes, in 3-hour sessions – an introduction to an online whiteboarding tool, and the persona scenario activities themselves.

This training was followed by the persona enrichment activity on the same day, with the scenario mapping on the following day. Both activities were followed by reflections on the sessions, as well as a lengthy discussion with participants about their learnings and experiences, offering valuable insights:

- Throughout the workshops, participants focused on how the process enabled a variety of various voices to be engaged, compared to alternative formats.
- We also saw participants reflect on a spectrum of digital literacy in later life, and the importance of understanding the context in which an older adult wants to learn.
- The mapping of scenarios saw further discussion around how to strategically realise the skill level and needs of older adults, with an emphasis on practical experiences.

The following workshop in February included 14 general members of the U3A Victoria community. Taking four breakout groups through the two activities, we began to see similarities and differences in the outcomes and insights between this and the mentor group:

- Like the mentor group, an understanding of the skill level and background of a technology learner was key – explored here through notions of pace and learning style, as well as a focus on how practice brings familiarity.
- While a focus on the U3A platform remained, there were also notions of connecting with other services and raising awareness for resources such as the Be Connected program and other technology classes.
- Finally, participants reflected upon the emerging delineations between high, medium, and low digital literacy strategies and experiences in the scenarios, documenting how certain levels brought with them new challenges.
In-person Seniors Workshops

After the two online workshops, the following two workshops included culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) older adults from the City of Whittlesea. These workshops were conducted in-person at two council locations. Demonstrating the flexibility of the method, the personas and scenarios were translated into physical artefacts, focused on helping create these essentialised types (personas). The physical artefacts invited engagement and co-creation, as participants responded to the situations placed before them. Similar to the previous workshops, the session a one-day, 5 hours, event.

The first in-person workshop was held in Wollert. The workshop included 13 participants from CALD communities, organised into three main groups. The workshop was facilitated by several RMIT researchers, with a vignette of this workshop available here: Wollert Community Hall Session. This workshop lead to the following observations:

- Foremost, the participants further enhanced our understanding of the resources and strategies available at different tiers of digital literacy, and how the risks of focus changed.
- Alongside the strategies discussed, we documented how groups of a particular ethnic background (e.g., Egyptian) struggled to connect with their allocated persona. This provided an opportunity to discuss the language, social and cultural barriers faced by older migrants, and how we could increase their digital inclusion.
- We finalised with a discussion around what participants sought from their local council regarding guidance and initiatives to support their ICT skills. Participants said they wanted more clarity about available resources for ICT engagement and clearer pathways to gain ICT skills. They also suggested that ICT supporter roles could help foster digital abilities.

Figure 15. Wollert workshop with local seniors
The Wollert workshop was closely followed by our first at the Thomastown Community Centre. This involved a much larger group (26 locals) and was facilitated by RMIT researchers. As a further iteration on the last workshop, due to the increased proportion of CALD participants, an additional two personas with migrant histories were added.

Another iterative aspect we incorporated into this workshop was a floating lead facilitator. This role evolved organically from the Wollert workshops, but was deemed a necessity for Thomastown, given the increased scale. This workshop has also been documented through a vignette available here: Thomastown Community Activity Centre Session. We were able to capture the following sentiments from this larger group:

- Participants expressed concerns about how personal literacy was understood, and how individuals might be better able to recognise and articulate their own skill level, and how the community could provide more support.
- This was exemplified in how higher literacy personas could often google questions or issues, but lower literacy personas were concerned about how to search, whether their terminology was correct, or how to yield better results.
- Considering this group was not U3A-centric, sources of education and learning were mixed. Many asked what the local council and library provided in terms of directing people to organisations and helpful platforms.
- We noted several high literacy, tech-savvy ‘advocates’ amongst participants, and saw how engaging with low literacy or less confident participants made many realise how critical the communication and delivery of support was to less IT-savvy individuals.
In-Person Organisations Workshop

We used an abridged combination of insights from the previous four workshops to run the final workshop, comprised of groups and organisations that support older adults. In this workshop, we also had the opportunity to co-create and initiate strategies with participants. This workshop included a research analysis and outcomes sessions followed by an organisational strategies and initiatives activity. This workshop has also been documented through a vignette available here: Workshop with Councils – Thomastown Session

- Participants engaged strongly with notions of potential when discussing personas, with some identifying certain lower digital literary personas as 'prime' for more technology use
- These participants drew on their unique knowledge as council workers to frame the opportunities available to older adults, suggesting such a working knowledge could be critical to getting support.
- Finally, after presenting the online tools, there was an emphasis placed on open access and adaptive options.
4.2 Strategies to Increase Your Digital Confidence to Connect Safely booklet

Developed specifically for older adults, this digital booklet is intended to promote digital inclusion. It aims to support older Australians with strategies to increase their digital confidence to connect, and assist organisations working with older adults and policymakers to help reduce the digital divide. We want to help older adults to increase their digital confidence by addressing perceived risks experienced when engaging with ICT, based on lived experienced. We also want to encourage policymakers and organisations working with older adults to consult this research and the identified co-designed strategies to better understand how they can support older adults.

Through our research, we identified six key perceived risks that older adults experience. In this booklet, we go into detail about the perceived risk categories and suggest strategies to combat them. For each risk, we provide:

- vignettes of older adults explaining their experience
- a set of individual and relational strategies to help them better engage with ICT.

Individual strategies are those that can be implemented by the person experiencing the risk by themselves. Relational strategies are those that require the help of other people, such as friends, peers, neighbours or family members. Each type of strategy (individual/relational) is further divided into two groups: beginners and experienced ICT users.

This booklet can be found via our website or here: Strategies to Increase Your Digital Confidence to Connect Safely booklet

Figure 18. ICT booklet
4.3 Digital Resource Tools

To supplement the booklet, we built three interactive tools that can be accessed from the Shaping Connections website. The tools target older adults and relate to self-assessing ICT skills, investigating the sources of ICT knowledge, and addressing strategies for improving knowledge.

**How much do you know about ICT?**

One of several tools developed to explore the risks and strategies relevant to older adults, this first quiz explores individual confidence as part of a self-rating of their skillset. This self-assessment tool can either be used online via an interactive tool or as a printable pdf version. The self-assessment involves completing several yes/no questions to characterise technical, information and search, mobile device use, social and sharing, and content and creative skills. A radar or web chart compiles the results, indicating areas of proficiency and for improvement.

Developed with class teachers, students, and organisations supporting older adults, this quiz was seen to offer a complete comparison tool that could aid in quick group assessments. Within the classroom setting, the tool offers tutors a simple and intuitive method of benchmarking and assessing a cohort’s skillset, enabling the tutors to adapt their materials. The benefit of making the tool both an interactive online tool and printable is that students can access it regardless of their digital literacy or access to the internet.

Most organisations have indicated that the format is effective, but they would also like to customise and adapt it to particular courses or sub-topics, making the open access nature of the tool essential to supporting long-term adoption.
What are your sources of ICT knowledge?

The subsequent tool focuses on the insights we gained which indicated that the advice older adults receive from not their first but second source of support more often aligns with their level of ICT skill.

This online tool was developed to aid users (older adults as well as their supporters) to reflect on the hierarchy of support sources available to older adults, and whether they are receiving the optimal level of support. Providing several categories of support with using ICT devices, the tool can be used to see how the older adults participating in our research evaluated each device.

Each potential source is paired with advice regarding the benefits of each source. For example, grandchildren are more useful when giving advice related to entertainment or communication. The limitations of each source is also provided. Using the same example, grandchildren may be less useful with regard to more practical use of ICT devices.

Figure 20. Sources of ICT knowledge list

If you need help with using an ICT device, who would you most likely turn to?

- My children
- My grandchildren
- My spouse/partner
- Family/Friends my age
- Younger family/friends
- The internet
- My ethnic community
- A professional
- Class or tutor

Figure 21. Example of Joshua persona

Joshua

Age: 84
Location: Regional Town
Relationship: Close to friends
Far from children

About Joshua

Having long retired, Joshua still maintains a busy lifestyle supporting his local clubs. Part of a diminishing group of computer enthusiasts, Joshua and a friend can be found up to 5 times a week MG everywhere. With a friend recently exploring family history, Joshua is also learning about the web using his computer. He works full-time, mainly supporting a local community across nearly 200 towns, preferring mechanical over electronic systems in his everyday.

Social risks may manifest as a fear of not being as capable as peers or a fear of making a fool of oneself because they don’t know how to use ICT. For example, Joshua is single and does not have a good grasp of ICT as a peer, he also feels people around him, his friends are not in touch with him, and he is not close to his children and grandchildren.

Example 2

“Are you bothered by other adults' questions and wanting a hand in support?”

Strategies for improving ICT knowledge

Building on the series of workshops in which older adults in Victoria developed personas to represent common concerns and features found in the community, this online tool was developed to support older adults to explore how they relate to the six different categories of risk based around a persona they identify with. In detailing the risks faced by each persona, we provide a set of strategies the persona may use to reduce their perception of risk and improve ICT knowledge on their terms.

After reviewing these instructions, several personas – Dawn, Joshua, Margarete, Timothy, and others – are presented, with details not only on their age, level of digital literacy, perceived risks and health, but also a short bio that users can review. In relating most to a certain persona, say Joshua (84, low digital literacy and high perceived risk), the tool describes this persona’s situation and the potential risks this persona faces.

In our example, Joshua faces various operational, social, privacy, purchase, overspending, and physical risks. When users choose one, further information is provided regarding the perceived risk, as well as several examples of how this might form for Joshua.
4.4 Webinar & Workshops

Seniors’ Organisations Webinar (28 April 2022): We created this platform to disseminate the research project’s findings with several organisations, councils, and individuals involved with older adults and technology. The webinar provided a powerful way of getting relevant people and organisations across this growing network to engage and connect with our work. This seminar involved:

- research institutions: NARI, University of Melbourne, University of Western Australia
- government services: Emergency Management Victoria, Victoria State Emergency Service, Department of Families, Fairness and Housing
- CALD services: Ethnic Communities’ Council of Victoria, Multicultural Consulting Services
- councils: Banyule, Bayside, Boroondara, Casey, Hepburn, La Trobe, Manning, Maroondah, Melbourne, Melton, Moorabool, Moreland, Wellington, Wyndham
- aged care services: Estia Health, Lifestyle Communities, Halley Assist, Proactive Ageing
- community services: Football Victoria, Brotherhood of Saint Laurence, Dianella Health and Plenty Valley Community Health.

Dissemination Workshops

We involved U3A members, key members of senior networks for digital inclusion, telecommunications, and research organisations as well as local government authorities in our dissemination events. These events introduced the project, discussed the outcomes and outputs, and provided opportunities not only for Q&A, but also for feedback on the resulting materials. We also distributed an evaluation survey at the end to ensure that the impact of the project can be assessed.

U3A Kingston Social Studies (2 May): Sharing our work at a weekly social studies seminar, the research team introduced the research, insights, and outputs. Through a combination of Q&A and feedback, we were able to gain useful understanding about how our tools could be beneficial or further improved in supporting the lives of older adults.

DPV Health (2 June): Presenting our research and resources to leadership at DPV Health as part of a partnership development, the team members discussed the development of their community strategy and digital literacy plans to support a program for older consumers.

MARC 2022 Symposium (11 July): The Melbourne Ageing Research Collaboration (MARC) is a unique collaboration of health, research, aged care and advocacy organisations working together to improve the lives of older people. The research team was invited by MARC to present its workshop as part of a series of talks around the theme ‘A date with data: Using data to influence ageing policies and practice’. Members of the research team presented our workshop findings to more than 40 researchers and industry experts in ageing, adding to a discussion around the use and role of data in health ageing and aged care.
Implementation Workshops
We held workshops with local mentors who ran computer courses in local U3A groups to help them engage with our resources and devise ways in which they could implement them. We also held a workshop with NBN staff focused on exploring how they engage older adults, and how staff members could bring these resources into their daily practices. Our research team introduced the research, as well as our guidelines and strategies to support management of perceived risk.

U3A Network Victoria Computer Mentors (5 May): Following our dissemination workshop with U3A members, we conducted an implementation workshop with Victorian ICT tutors and mentors, forming an extensive discussion around how the resources could help set up classes and aid teachers in supporting their students.

NBN Strategy and Marketing (19 May): Following this we conducted an Insights and Implementation workshop with the Strategy and Marketing team from the NBN corporation. This involved not only sharing the process and outcomes of our research, but also important insights regarding the resulting enriched personas. NBN is working on a new campaign targeting older adults, and the workshop helped them understand the lived experiences and challenges of older adults and ICT. By explaining and workshopping the diverse range of issues older adults face, the research team aimed to shape current NBN strategies to create more digitally inclusive technology and environments for older adults. The workshop was attended by 23 marketing, media, and strategy staff from the NBN corporation. Overall feedback from the workshop was that our resources have helped the team to better understand the diversity of the older adult market through the Shaping Connection personas, and they are better able to appreciate the different sources of knowledge and better target their messaging to older adults.
5. Final Insights and Recommendations

5.1 Summary

This research project has used a multidisciplinary and multimethod approach to engage with end-users and stakeholder and learn more about how we can support older adults to participate in the growing digital economy through addressing their ICT risks and strategies. In compiling our insights, and creating digital tools and resources, we have developed recommendations that can address not only the needs of older adults, but the organisations and policymakers involved in enabling their digital futures. Our recommendations focus on five critical points that organically emerged from our findings:

• First, we need to refocus the conversation from the dyadic thinking of the digital divide (included vs excluded) to a spectrum thinking, which recognises the diversity of ICT needs, goals and capabilities among older adults. Recognising and understanding this diversity is key to achieving better levels of digital inclusion among this diverse population.

• Second, we need to expand the current understanding of security risks, which focuses solely on tangible issues such as scams and identity theft, to incorporate more knowledge on the experiential side of risks. As we learned from this project, perceived risks, although intangible, shape how older adults respond and engage with technology. Expanding the notion of risk to the lived experiences of older adults allows them, organisations and policymakers to better understand the barriers and levers that might help foster digital inclusion.

• Third, we need to acknowledge the intersectionality of the digital exclusion, moving from older adults as a category that needs to be understood on its own to considering its intersection with other important factors such as gender, social class, and ethnic background. Importantly, at a more collective level, we need to highlight the role of CALD groups in shaping digital inclusion. The dynamics of learning and sharing are specific to these groups and require tailored strategies and programs.

• Fourth, we clearly need to adopt more participatory methods in researching older adults’ relationships with technology. Older adults perceive a growing societal awareness that the voice of the older adults must be listened to. However, a recurrent theme across the various phases of this project is how little they perceive their voice to be actually heard. The extent to which older adults’ input manifest into institutional actions and programs that really attend to older adults’ needs varies from one institutional context to another. While there are many programs that include a tokenistic ‘seniors advisory board’, very little is done to effectively respond to older adults’ needs and to adopt solutions that are proposed by or co-designed with them.

• Fifth, we need to shift the public debate, and consequently research action, from an individual skills growth to a more socially-embedded practice focus. There are, in fact, multiple programs happening across Australia that seek to empower older adults by providing them with educational resources that allow them to individually gain new skills. While some of these programs are excellent, the underlying problem is that these skills are often offered in a way that is disconnected from the social practices in which they are meant to occur. So, for example, ‘learning how create your own cards’ might be a useful skill, but it only gets picked up when it provides sustained value for older adults. This happens when this skill is contextualised into a set of practices that are meaningful and attend to specific needs and interests (e.g., sending personalised cards to friends during a lockdown has become an important way of showing care, friendship, and love among certain groups of older adults).
We have developed the following recommendations around the three relevant audiences: older adults, organisations and policymakers. First, we provide recommendations on how older adults can navigate the perceived risks of digital technologies, through realising the characteristics of how they learn, seek support and form strategies relevant to them. Second, we reflect on the role of organisations which support older adults to become open to ICTs and improving their skills, how this education needs to become student-centred and see learning as a social and ongoing need. Third, in considering the previous recommendations, we see how policymakers can facilitate catalysts for change, investing in the skills and learning of these senior consumers to realise not only their value to the digital economy, but make their involvement a responsible and informed one.

5.2 Older Adults

Building on our co-exploration with older adults into the perceived risks that limit their ICT use, and through co-design workshops which formed responding strategies, our recommendations for older adults focus upon addressing the five themes above to make digital literacy a meaningful and useful ability for older adults. Foremost, this means older adults need to realise their intentions and wants from ICT and be able to communicate what they wish to learn and take steps towards realising their goals.

Our tools speak to how we acknowledge learning ICT is not a straightforward or singular endeavour for older adults, but intertwined with their communities, social groups, and lifestyles. These form opportunities to self-assess digital literacy, examine their sources of ICT learning and support, alongside personalised strategies which address ICT-related fears and worries. We see the opportunity for older adults to engage with the digital economy as a critical one, reflecting their aspirations to continue to be part of their communities. Through empowering their end-users with accessible knowledge, learning opportunities, and the ability to realise their own digital needs and wants, we recommend enabling self-advocacy and support from organisations and policymakers.

In considering the diversity of older adults’ capabilities and goals, we find it is important for older adults to become aware of the diverse set of needs, goals, and capabilities they have. During this project, it became apparent that while this diversity is obvious for some, it was not the case for many. Trapped in their own bubble with people who were often like them, those with low digital literacies often accepted their lack of knowledge and skills as a consequence of age, reflecting the deeply ingrained stigma that older adults have a difficult time with technology. This created a mindset that made them less open to learning and using new ICT skills. In contrast, those who were able to see the diversity of possibilities and skills for older adults and ICT reflected that lower digital skills were provisional and actively sought to change their behaviour.
The personas we have developed and enriched together with participants in this project seek to help older adults to understand their own diversity. We recommend that older adults use them to gain a better understanding of where they fit in their own journey toward digital inclusion.

Regarding the recommendation to better consider the experiential and intangible aspects of risk in ICT use risk, we recommend older adults consider the set of identified perceived risks as a way of understanding possible barriers to their own adoption of technology. This helps older adults move away from the idea of, ‘I am good/not good with technology’ to focusing on specific challenges they might have with technology. Some might be fine with their digital skills but might have issues using ICT in front of others or going online to shop. To address this goal, we have produced a booklet and an interactive tool that helps older adults understand potential strategies to overcome the specific barriers for each risk. The different set of proposed strategies in the booklet also offer opportunities for advice that is more tailored to the needs of each group. It is important to note that these strategies emerge from the older adults’ collective wisdom; that is, they have worked for some older adults, and so they are likely to work for others facing similar challenges.

In considering the role of cultural background in shaping perceived risk, we recommend CALD older adults to actively seek help from ethnic-based organisations and groups because the ICT skills they require are often embedded in larger cultural strategies that are specific to each group. We see that the interest in learning ICT skills increases when the learning happens in culturally meaningful places and from culturally informed ambassadors.

In seeking to expand the use of participatory methods to include older adults’ voices, we urge older adults to volunteer to participate more in peer-to-peer networks, advocacy groups, and co-design programs that help organisations better understand the needs of older adults. By doing this they move away from being passive learners towards a more engaged position in relation to their own learning. During this project, participants who sought to overcome their challenges by actively engaging in our workshops not only contributed to shaping better strategies for other older adults, but also engaged in a reflective process that helped them to consider their own challenges and journeys towards digital inclusion. The sense of autonomy, independence and empowerment seems to grow when older adults embrace these participatory modes of research.

In advocating for more socially embedded practice-based educational interventions, we strongly suggest that older adults engage in practice-based learning programs that go beyond teaching new skills. A recurrent theme in the research was the loss of gained skills when they were not used immediately. Older adults should seek programs that ‘teach by doing’ and that ask older adults to practice the new skills in a series of relevant contexts. We also advise older adults to seek programs that do this training in groups instead of individually. The challenges that older adults face are collective, and for older adults, realising that a challenge is a shared issue can help address the anxiety felt when confronting these challenges. Another critical issue for older adults is to learn how to engage with a wide range of support people who might be available to help them. The online resource we developed called “What are your sources of ICT knowledge?”, seeks to help older adults consider their daily sources of ICT knowledge and gain a sense of appreciation for what each source can provide them. So, we recommend older adults take some time to assess the role of these different sources in their own lives and reflect on whether they could expand their existing sources to increase the support they receive.
5.3 Organisations

In supporting older adults, we recommend that organisations focus on building digital literacy: lifelong learning should be the cornerstone of their practices. We have documented the unique way such organisations can not only advocate for older adults society-wide, but also provide platforms which enable opportunities: providing the practical and social dimensions necessary for making ICTs beneficial for older adults in their everyday lives. Therefore, we recommend student-centred approaches to ICT learning and improving digital literacy across organisations that support older Australians today.

In considering the diversity of older adults’ capabilities and goals, we recommend that organisations working on digital inclusion for older adults to segment their content and better tailor their programs to the diverse needs of older adults. Our self-assessment tool was developed to help older adults assess their digital literacy levels in diverse domains. This can be a starting point for organisations to allocate older adults to specific learning groups or making more informed decisions on whether an educational program or intervention might be a good match for someone. We also recommend that organisations work in collaboration with educational institutions such as universities or TAFEs who are normally geared towards creating educational products that consider the scaffolding of knowledge and the segmentation of learners.

With regard to the recommendation to better consider the experiential and intangible aspects of risk in ICT use, we urge organisations to move beyond simply transmitting ICT knowledge and skills to also informing older adults about how experiential aspects of ICT might influence their learning. Similarly, it is important that these organisations train their mentors in these intangible aspects of ICT adoption. During this project, we found that the mentors who were deeply appreciated by older adults were those who went beyond transmitting knowledge to understanding the affective challenges of learning ICT. In this sense, the strategies developed in this study and presented in the booklet and online tool are useful vehicles to achieving this goal. By addressing the challenges that emerge from the different types of perceived risks, the strategies provide rich resources for ICT mentors and students to address experiential challenges of ICT learning.

In considering the role of cultural background in shaping perceived risk, we highlight the importance of CALD associations and groups in fostering digital inclusion. We found that many organisations could recommend CALD older adults to existing programs for digital inclusion; however, these programs were not tailored to the needs of these groups. There is an urgent need for programs crafted specifically to the needs of these older adults. This goes beyond translating instructions into a specific language, but also considering how learning strategies and meaningful content intersect with established cultural practices around technology.
In seeking to expand the use of participatory methods to include older adults’ voices, we strongly recommend that organisations include older adults in the planning of their own classes and digital resources. During our research, it became clear that older adults engage with ICT to attend to specific needs. Therefore, older adults in each context are better equipped to determine what these needs are. When older adults work with mentors to co-design educational programs, these programs become immediately relevant for older adults. Thus, there is a drive for organisations to design ICT programs and curriculums not just for older adults, but also with older adults. We also need programs that are flexible and agile in how they respond to older adults’ needs. For example, one of the most successful programs for digital inclusion at U3A has a flexible course guide, allowing time for older adults to ask questions about anything they might currently be struggling with (e.g., how to upload a vaccine passport to the smartphone), even when this is unrelated to the class topic. So, the mentor provides the support on a needs-basis, not following tightly a pre-formatted structure.

In advocating for more socially embedded practice-based educational interventions, we recommend that organisations should move from centralised to peer learning. Peer learning involves older adults learning with and from each other. This automatically embeds the knowledge that older adults seek to gain into a web of practices that are relevant to them. In peer-to-peer learning, organisations play an important role in providing the structure for the learning, facilitated through teaching and learning activities such as student-led workshops, study groups, peer-to-peer learning partnerships, and group work. In addition to peer-to-peer learning, we advise that organisations leverage the role of social connectors. Social connectors are critical elements in the community who are central to creating and maintaining environments that foster connection between different community or group members. They sit at the centre of social and collaborative networks. Their social practices tend to influence and improve the social behaviour of others in their networks. As such, social connectors are crucial actors in supporting older adults in connecting the use of digital tools to existing social interactions and behaviours.
5.4 Policymakers

In seeking a level of autonomy from older adults, and the support of relevant organisations, we recommend policymakers facilitate the catalysts necessary for making the digital economy accessible for older adults. We recommend that interventions seek to make older Australians more responsible and informed in their online use, and that policy is orientated toward connecting older adults with the appropriate social and cultural groups to help them excel – forming platforms which build capacity and skills for engaging in the digital economy. Our recommendations to policymakers address the following points:

- The need to extend beyond the dominant narrative of the digital divide.
- The need to move beyond the awareness of security threats and scams to incorporate older adults’ lived experiences of perceived risks.
- The need to embrace approaches that enable and empower the organisations and groups that work directly with CALD older adults.
- The need to move away from tokenistic approaches to participation to better incorporate the voices of older adults in all phases of research and policymaking.
- The need to consider the role of social connectors in enabling the practices that allow ICT adoption, learning and use to happen.

In considering the diversity of older adults’ capabilities and goals, we urge policymakers to extend beyond the narrative of the digital divide. While this narrative can be a useful way of identifying those most in need (e.g., the most socially- and digitally-excluded in society), it tends to reproduce the notion that there is indeed a literacy chasm that needs to be crossed and that once crossed, people move from being excluded to included. In reality, what our project shows is that, while as a group they may be among the most digitally excluded, older adults can sit anywhere on the digital literacy spectrum. There are older adults who have worked most of their lives in IT-related areas and carry that interest into their retirement. Then there are older adults who are technophobes. But most of our participants varied in how they engaged with technology. For example, some older adults had low digital literacy in relation to using professional tools like Microsoft Office, but they were avid users of social media tools. Others were not into social media at all but were keen to use games and learning platforms. It is time for policymakers to understand this diversity and that crossing the digital divide is more a journey than a goal. Taking the full spectrum into consideration would allow governments and organisations to stop trying to cater for the elusive ‘excluded’ citizen, which can often increase the stigmatised position of older adults as necessarily belonging to the end of the spectrum, to work instead with a segmented approach that targets different groups and their specific needs.

To better consider the experiential and intangible aspects of risk in ICT use, we recommend policymakers promote and fund research and intervention programs that go beyond the awareness of security threats and scams to incorporate their lived experiences of perceived risks. This expansion in scope will help foster interventions that that are not only knowledge-based and context-relevant but also desirable and highly sustainable, as it considers the strategies to overcome intrinsic barriers to ICT learning and digital inclusion associated with the dimensions of perceived risk.

In considering the role of cultural background in shaping perceived risk, we recommend moving away from one-size-fits-all policies and instead embrace approaches that enable and empower the organisations and groups that work directly with CALD older adults. In this project, we tried to demonstrate the need for a tailored approach for CALD groups by including two personas that belong to CALD groups, which emerged from the persona enrichment process. While this approach is a step toward evidencing that CALD older adults have specific needs compared to non-CALD older
Australians, requiring specific sets of strategies for digital inclusion, it also provides limited insights, as it runs the risk of oversimplifying the needs and behaviours of CALD older adults by depicting only two personas. We advise taking these two CALD personas as evidence that a tailored approach is needed to adequately include older adults from these cultural groups and contexts. However, the research has demonstrated a strong need to consider these ethnic groups separately. Effectively this means that policymakers should encourage organisations to develop their own personas to reflect the needs, goals and capabilities of their particular CALD community more accurately.

We also strongly suggest that policymakers embrace co-designing with older adults as a normal practice. We find that older adults are usually keen to contribute to new policies and have a lot to say about pain points and opportunities in their journey to becoming more digitally included. We recommend moving away from a tokenistic approach, in which the voices of older adults are included to tick an inclusion box, or an assessment approach, in which older adults are invited to comment on new policy proposals, and strongly advocate instead for co-design as a way of including older Australians in every phase of policymaking, from planning to implementation. This change in approach would help include older adults not just as receivers of services, but as empowered enablers of learning and knowledge.

Finally, in advocating for more socially embedded practice-based educational interventions for digital inclusion, we recommend that policymakers should focus on the role of social connectors in enabling the practices that allow adoption, learning and use to happen. Policies that help identify, train, and support the work of social connectors provide an effective way of empowering community leaders to become catalysts of digital inclusion. For similar reasons, policymakers should seek to support and empower the peer-to-peer networks of older adults, as they are naturally suited to leverage the practices that promote, support, and sustain peer learning.

We hope that our recommendations across these five themes and three audiences represent a useful contribution to the goal of digital inclusion.
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